
LESSON PLAN WRITE ABOUT ART

Lesson plans help to organize a teacher's thoughts and ideas for curriculum for her classes. Although art classes are a
more creative and individual type of class .

You have the option to choose a single material to explore with your preschoolers. Storing Supplies Large
cupboards flank the perimeter of my art room. Water Color Butterflies Length of Time: About 30 Minutes In
this visual arts lesson, students will create a tye-dyed or water color butterfly to show how colors mix. Length
of Time: 20 to 60 minutes depending on grade level and design This lesson will allow students to practice
creating art using a unique medium, yarn. You can simply present your preschoolers with the materials to
create their own ocean reminiscent artworks. Step 6 The evaluation section is to be filled out last for the lesson
plan. He also has access to a bottle of liquid glue and some tissue paper in the same colors of paint. Material
Based Art Lesson Plans for Preschool The second way to approach writing art lesson plans for preschoolers is
to select a specific material or small set of materials and focus on how to use and manipulate those materials to
create different pieces. The small green tips are especially useful for applying a black painted outline. Once
you upload your photos, you can then crop and reduce the image size which is super important if you are using
your photos for web purposes. Instead of having them reflect on the project they just did, have students
respond to questions to get them thinking about future projects. Length of Time: Minutes Students will make a
beautiful vibrant menorah using art supplies while learning about the background. I do this often so a small
brush is very important in my art room. The following week you might ask them if they could change anything
about the school, what would it be and how might they make the change? You might consider technique as
your best reference tool. Flat drawers under my sink counter are perfect for pastels, painting and prep supplies
water containers, plastic trays for paint, palettes, sponges, etc. Students will look for fallen plants outside or in
the garden and they will use them in the classroom to make art. Length of Time: 20 minutes to 2 hours
depending on grade level This lesson will allow students to practice creating art from a unique perspective
while learning about Michelangelo. Every year, I attempt this same challenge as I plan for my newest
preschool class. The ocean also has sand and sea animals, so how can those elements be incorporated? Many
ideas were found on school websites, art gallery sites and product supply sites. But the first choice he has to
make is this: what size paper to use, regular sized construction paper or the larger 12 x 18 size? Sorting
through each bin, I placed each manila envelope containing just one art lesson in one of the post-it note piles.
Video Diary Length of Time: 30 Minutes a Day for Several Weeks In this performing arts lesson, students will
work to create a short video diary to showcase the import parts of their life and edit the video into a 5 minute
or less montage using EZVid or similar program.


